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that have been approved and built. These
include the Surf Spot, Walgreens, Fresh
& Easy (and the upgrade of Pedro Point
Shopping Center), the Beach Resort, two
commercial buildings on Oceana, and a
mixed use building on Palmetto. There are
other projects that have been approved but
not built. There are none that have been
disapproved.
You strongly imply that unnamed City
Council members have opposed projects
because the guy next door to the development doesn’t want his view of the ocean
obscured. You even say that Council members who do that should be voted out. Who
are they? Which ones should be voted out?
How about no one? Your editorial keeps
alive the false myth that Council members
have done this. Has any project ultimately
been denied because of some complaint
from neighbors? Haven’t they all been approved? Off the top of my head, I can think
of at least three residential projects in recent years that neighbors opposed, but
the City Council ultimately approved all of
them.
Neighbors have the right to appeal and
the City Council is legally required to hear
the appeal. Are you saying that the City
Council should not give the neighbors’
concerns any consideration? Are you advocating that all development should be approved and all concerns about the impacts
of development should be ignored, regardless of how legitimate the issues are? Just
“Tell them NO” no matter what? That’s appalling.
Peter Loeb
Rockaway Beach

Tom’s analysis
Editor;
This poor old earth of ours has gone
through many transitions. Some of them
have been for the better, yet others have
led us on giant steps back into the sand
traps of time. With the massive increases
in our worlds population we are quickly
approaching the “Standing Room Only”
plateau.
To keep everyone stirred up while making matters worse, there are far too many
Self Proclaimed political theorists who continue leaving skid marks in front of Good
Judgement.
To help in making total confusion unanimous, these self appointed political harbingers continue spinning their wheels in
a mud hole filed with political jargon; from
there they continue with a hot patched
mentality to expound on their politically
motivated problem solving perplexities.
They are the same N.I.M.B.Y.’s who
drop trading stamps into a church poor box
while they are taking out change. I equate
all Political Pundits, along with their over
inflated lobbyists to either a blindfolded cat
running loose in a fish market; or a pooch
that chases parked cars.
Along with the population explosion,
I find more and more days quickly turning into an “In your face day.” Some days
I feel like I am the windshield, while on
other days I feel like I am the bug. I realize
that I am but one crackling voice in a world
where billions of voices are loudly clamoring for needed changes. I also realize that
there are those who would complain even
if they were to be hanged with a scratchy
rope. As for myself I lack any sort of leadership qualities, and this alone should
clearly qualify me to run for office.
That little soft spot on the top of our
heads when we are born? Well mine never
completely closed; so I wear a black Stetson to conceal and to protect it against
low flying birds and self proclaimed political analysts. I am forever thankful that
elephants don’t fly (yet ). In conclusion, it
takes a better memory to lie than it takes to
tell the truth. “Je pense donc suis” meaning
“ I think, therefore I am... ( I think ).
Little Tommy Jackson
Pacifica

the July 18 Tribune, in which she described
the “brilliant anti-development move” that
ultimately doomed any development of the
quarry property. Ms. Larsen’s editorial
was spot-on. No apology to Mr. Loeb warranted. In fact, me thinks the gentleman
doth protest too much.
I attended every Don Peebles/Andres
Duany (the latter being the visionary New
Urbanism planner, architect and designer
of distinguished “community revitalization projects”— Google him and weep!)
charrette and meeting, culminating in the
Peebles/ Loeb Great Debate. Mr. Loeb’s
disingenuous revisionist history notwithstanding, he was unmistakably a chief
propagator of a scare-tactics disinformation campaign calculated to defeat any and
all future quarry development. The notion
that Loeb and friends were willing to “work
with” a developer to create “just the right
project” is flat-out fiction.
With the state’s dissolution of redevelopment agencies, development of Pacifica’s
“crown jewel” is now forever lost. Mission
accomplished, Peter.
Connie Menefee
Park Pacifica

A clergy invite
Editor:
I am the ghost of Reverend Harkins
and I was the pastor at the Little Brown
Church from 1935 to 1965. I will be making a rare appearance at Sam Castle this
coming weekend. Would really like to meet
again with some of the good folks that I
married while serving in the Sharp Park
area.Some of you will remember me walking the streets in my black suit and hat, or
listening to one of more than 1,560 sermons
that I preached at the LBC.
On Friday the tours of the Castle, sponsored by the Historical Society, will include
wine and cheese, although as a good Pastor
I am not inclined to approve of the liquid,
but it is all in good charity to raise money
to renovate my Little Brown Church into a
Museum and Meeting Hall. Have you seen
the great landscaping job that has been
done surrounding my church?
Saturday tours will commence at 9 a.m.
and I will be welcoming you to a pleasurable event, where you may also encounter
about a dozen other “ghosts” who played a
role in the history of the historic Castle.
There may be a few tour spots left. Go to
Pacificahistory.org or call 359-5462.
God Bless.
Rev. Hershall Harkins, aka Marvin Morganti

Soccer team
Editor:
These past few years of coaching Terra
Nova girl’s soccer have been a fun and rewarding experience.
I would like to thank all the Frosh/Soph
parents, Marie Nahass for coaching with
me and especially all the players whom I’ve
had the privilege of coaching these past 3
years at Terra Nova. Being able to elevate
this program to a Championship and to the
top three spots these last three years, only
to see these girl’s fail at the varsity level,
has shown me that my style of positive
coaching does work.
Since I did not feel that the program
was continuing with my beliefs, I feel it’s
time to walk away.
Again, from the bottom of my heart, I
would like to thank everyone involved.
John Drago
Linda Mar

Ron’s Response

Editor:
Some things never seem to change.
Whether last week or 45 years ago, the
mention of Robert Welch or the JBS
brings out the knee-jerk, clueless minions
of the Left. Like a Pavlovian dog, you ring
the Birch bell and they start salivating.
Normally they aren’t worth the time of
day, but this time a reprisal is appropriate. As a lead-in I started with a very often
used quote, credited to Norman Thomas.
Ronald Reagan used it, has have many others. Not that he didn’t say it, but it turns
out that there is no proof that Thomas
ever said what the quote says, and probably more evidence that Upton Sinclair
came closer to saying a similar thing. I do
Editor:
As a 20-year veteran of the Quarry stand corrected. Let’s call this Exhibit A
Wars, I’m incredulous at Peter Loeb’s pho- of Quotes and Misquotes. All the while,
ney outrage at Elaine Larsen’s editorial in the Democratic Party is guilty of duplic-

Quarry wars

Wandering &
Wondering
John Maybury
Pie in the Sky
Round Table Pizza at Linda Mar shopping center has
closed down. According to my source, the cause is an
exorbitant rent increase. When are we going to start
defending our popular local businesses against greedy,
out-of-town real estate companies squeezing out the
little guys?

Timesaving Tunnels?
Alan Wald emails: “I attended a briefing about the
Devil’s Slide Tunnels presented by Half Moon Bay
Chamber of Commerce President/CEO Charise Hale
McHugh. I found her comment interesting that although the mile-long tunnels are the first to be built in
California in the past 50 years, any notion that they will
be time savers is one of perception. She noted that not
only are they replacing a two-lane road with a two-lane
road, but also that the time it takes her to drive the
coast road from portal to portal is 90 seconds.
(And no traffic light at the south end!)”

Party Hearty or Peace & Quiet?
“It shows that the generational split in how people view
recreation in the outdoors is wider than ever. When
Boomers venture outdoors, they want ‘salve for the
soul,’ according to studies by consulting firm Wirthlin
Worldwide, the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service and oth-
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ity with the Collectivists going back 100 by the butcher.
years. The Woodrow Wilson AdministraJennie Pitsch
tion (1912-1920) was under the aegis of Col.
San Bruno
House and the Fabian Socialists. (Fabian
Freeway, Rose Martin, Western Islands,
Editor:
1966) In short order they gave us the MarxWow, I thought things were looking better
ist graduated income tax and tax free foundations for themselves, direct election of on streets like Peralta, Linda Mar Boulevard
US Senators (severely neutralizing States’ and Terra Nova Boulevard, just to mention a
rights), and the Federal Reserve System, few streets in what is Linda Mar. I was back in
a private stock central bank, pre-empting town last week and had occasion to really look
the US Congress’ role in financial mat- at my beautiful little ocean town. What an emters. In 1913 President Wilson said, Since barrassing sight: to see so many unkept, downI entered politics, I have chiefly had men’s right “welcome to the ghetto” homes. There
views confided to me privately. Some of is no excuse for tall weeds, exposed garbage,
the biggest men in the United States in the broken appliances, ice chests and old broken
field of commerce and manufacturing are vehicles.
Please do not blame the economy. It costs
afraid of something. They know there is a
power somewhere so organized, so subtle, nothing to bend over and pull weeds. It is free
so watchful, so interlocked, so complete, so to have broken appliances recycled. It is free to
pervasive that they better not speak above wash your windows and put away garbage. It
is sad to see so many pitiful hovels dotting our
their breath in condemnation of it.
Robert Welch and Joe McCarthy didn’t streets here in our beautiful valley.
Come on, folks, you know who you are. If
heed the advice, crossed the line, and spoke
of the treason within. No surprise that their you won’t do it yourselves, please think of your
public images were forever tarnished. My neighbors who would surely appreciate your
local adversaries claim that Robert Welch consideration and effort to restore beauty to
called Roosevelt, Truman, Kennedy, and their neighborhood.
Mark Kneeley
Eisenhower
Communists.
Time for Exhibit B of Quotes
and Misquotes. I would like
a reference of who and when
these claims were made.
Regarding the claim that
RW called Eisenhower “a
conscious agent of the communist conspiracy,” this is a
misquote taken out of context, other than that, a perfect replication! (I also need
ARIES - Mar 21/Apr 20
also supporting evidence
Some change is in order, Aries. You have realized it for some time
that the JBS ever knowingly
now, but this week it must come to fruition. Think about the
had anything to do with
way you want to approach this.
white supremacists) Years
TAURUS - Apr 21/May 21
ago I went through this same
Taurus,
you are on an emotional roller coaster and don’t know
Eisenhower exercise with
how you will feel from one second to the next. Figure out your
the late Tribune columnist,
goal for each day and then go along for the ride.
Paul Azevedo. I went to see
Paul at his Tribune desk. He
GEMINI - May 22/Jun 21
acknowledged that he had
Gemini, you feel like staying in a dream world surrounded by a
never read The Politician by
fence of your own making. But the reality of work and family life
Robert Welch. He was quothas to set in at some point.
ing a local Rev. Brannon, who
CANCER - Jun 22/Jul 22
was quoting the New York
There is something in the stars this week pushing you to make
Times) I pulled a copy out of
a change, Cancer. The change may be as simple as wearing your
a bag and made him a preshair a new way or as significant as changing careers.
ent of it. I mentioned that it
was a 300 page manuscript
LEO - Jul 23/Aug 23
with 150 pages of bibliograThings are off to a rough start this week, but better days are right
phies, and when he found the
around the corner. Keep thinking about the good times ahead.
same famous quote to please
They will be here before you know it.
give me a call and we could
VIRGO - Aug 24/Sept 22
discuss it some more over a
Virgo, it’s time to reconsider a difficult situation. If you still hold
cup of coffee. It’s a little late
to a particular belief, you could be limiting your possibilities.
now, but I never did get that
Adopt
a new point of view to gain a different perspective.
call
As an Individualist, and
LIBRA - Sept 23/Oct 23
as an American with love of
This is the week to shop for something new, Libra. It may be a
the Republic, the final sennew wardrobe, some new furnishings, or even a new car. Your
tence in The Politician was
purchasing power is high right now.
very precious — “And if this
SCORPIO - Oct 24/Nov 22
history contains facts that
Your academic history and workload don’t leave much room for
are unpleasant and disturbcreativity. But if you want to go out and do something, then siming to both reader and myply do it. You will find a work-around.
self, that is the fault of those
who made the history, not of
SAGITTARIUS - Nov 23/Dec 21
him who wrote it.” In today’s
Sagittarius, something important has passed but you are still
lingo, we would say — don’t
reaping the benefits. Bask in the afterglow as much as you can
shoot the messenger.
because it can’t last forever.
Ron Root
CAPRICORN - Dec 22/Jan 20
Pacifica
Capricorn, you may find you’re struggling a little to define your
identity, but things will fall into place soon. You’re an ecclectic
mix of attributes, anyway.

Clean up your act

Packaged
meat

Editor:
Many years ago I went
into a grocery store to buy
some fish — packaged
salmon. Before I got to the
counter I saw the butcher
take what was left from yesterday away. He and others
were repackaging them with
a new date — today’s date.
Now, I always thought the
date on the package was my
assurance that it was fresh
— not so. Last week I discovered the practice is still going on. It was at a different
store. Do not use the date for
freshness. Do not refreeze to
use later what was thawed
out and repackaged. It can
make you sick, so I was told

ers, and Boomers are willing to go great distances and
expend physical energy to find a place of peace. Above
all else, they value quiet campfire time with people they
love. On the other hand, many members of younger
generations want a social event in which they can get
wasted. They want it to be easy and loud, with a lot of
people at a marquee destination where they can meet
spontaneously. When the different generations intersect at a park or campground, and neither relinquishes
its goals, you better get ready to call 911.”
(Tom Stienstra, San Francisco Chronicle/
SF Gate, July 16)

DAR Records Radio Shows
“Our goal is to make radio shows available whenever
you have time and wherever you want to listen. Listening to your recordings on a PC at DAR.fm/player is
only the beginning. Recently, we made it possible to
download shows directly to iPhone, iPad, and Android
devices. This week your DAR.fm recordings can be
played on a Sonos wireless hi-fi system, making it
easier than ever to listen to your shows in any room
of your house. Here’s how you can help: Invite others
to try DAR.fm. One way to do this and promote your
favorite radio shows is to add a Fan button to your
website. If you don’t have a website, you can simply tell
others to visit DAR.fm to record their favorite radio
shows. Help improve our guide by making corrections
or additions. Nearly 20,000 shows are now available
for recording, and our station guide keeps growing
and getting more accurate thanks to user submissions
(similar to Wikipedia). If you see anything that needs
correcting, click Change the Guide link on the bottom
of any page of DAR.fm. You can also add your favorite
podcasts to the guide if they’re not already there, so all
your audio is in one library. Sign up for a Pro account

AQUARIUS - Jan 21/Feb 18
Aquarius, maintain a positive attitude this week and you’ll benefit greatly from having done so. Once you get it right, everything will click.
PISCES - Feb 19/Mar 20
Pisces, for one reason or another, some issues will go unresolved
this week. They can wait, so don’t worry.

Famous Birthdays
AUGUST 16
AUGUST 12
George Hamilton, Actor (73) Madonna, Musician (54)
AUGUST 13
Debi Mazar, Actress (48)

AUGUST 17
Donnie Wahlberg, Actor
(43)

AUGUST 14
David Crosby, Musician (71) AUGUST 18
Christian Slater, Actor (43)
AUGUST 15
Joe Jonas, Musician (23)

for $39.95 a year. DAR.fm is not profitable and your
financial support is important to us continuing our mission. We’re beta-testing playing recordings on Android,
iPhone, and iPad in a mobile-friendly layout using the
built-in web browser. If you’ve got a smartphone or
tablet, please give this a try by going to DAR.fm on
your device. Let me know how it works.”
(Michael Robertson, CEO,
Michael@michaelrobertson.com)

Rhythm Spirit Motion
The art of Jerry Ross Barrish (rhythm spirit motion)
has an Opening Reception with Larry Dunlap on piano,
Sunday, August 5 from 2 to 5 p.m. Lush Life Gallery
at Jazz Heritage Center, 1320 Fillmore Street (next to
Yoshi’s), San Francisco. Artist talk with DeWitt Cheng,
Sunday, August 19 at 3 p.m. Gallery hours: Wednesday
through Sunday from 4 to 8 p.m. or by appointment
(415-255-7745). Exhibit runs through October 7.
(Info: jazzheritagecenter.org)

New Word I Hate
“Your tweet was favorited.” (Twitter)

Swami Sez
“A man about to have a heart transplant was offered
the choice of either a 26-year-old marathon runner’s
heart or the heart of a 62-year-old IRS agent. He picked
the agent’s heart because he said it had never been
used.” (Dave Barry)
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